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Notification About Disabled Report Jobs

Universal



Notification About Disabled Report Jobs

nowAdministrators and users will now be 
notified about recurring scheduled 
report jobs that have been disabled by 
the system.

When a report job fails four times 
consecutively, the job is disabled by the 
system, and the system isn’t burdened 
with running such reports. The 
administrators and users of the reports 
are notified through e-mail.



Notification About Disabled Report Jobs

before



Learning Online Content

Universal



Learning Online Content

SAP SuccessFactors Learning now features a restructured association of Online Content to an Item.

The new Online Content and Item association, streamlines the process and provides better user 
experience by reducing steps and displaying only the fields and settings relevant to the content type.

Before and After

In the current version, you can add the Online Content and content structure first before defining 
settings that drive actions such as launch, course progression, completion, and objective behavior.

In the previous version, you had to define Online Content settings and attributes when adding to the 
Online Content to the Item. Then you defined the settings for the Online Content from Modify 
Settings.



Learning Online Content

In the new UI you first create a new item, move to Online Content and press the arrow to the right 
of “Add Content Object”.

now



Learning Online Content

Here you can choose what you want to add. We 
want to create a folder and build a structure. 



Learning Online Content



Learning Online Content

The first folder is created, now we continue to build more of the structure. 
The root folder is created automatically with the first folder. 



Learning Online Content



Learning Online Content



Learning Online Content

After creating some folders in the next step we add online content objects.



Learning Online Content

Although you were able to create similar objects 
also in the old UI now it’s more intuitive.



Learning Online Content

And you aren’t disturbed by several settings you 
have to decide now. You concentrate on creating 
the structure of your content.



Learning Online Content

The first online content object is assigned…



Learning Online Content

…and now the second. You still didn’t had you care about settings or pop-
ups with a confusing amount of fields.

When you finished to build the structure you configure the settings.



Learning Online Content

Most important is the Completion Status. Without this decision you can’t 
save your item.



Learning Online Content

There are more decisions possible in the other tabs.



Learning Online Content



Learning Online Content

After defining the completion status we can save our item.



Learning Online Content

before

In the old UI you were able to create the folder structure 
as well. 



Learning Online Content

Different to the new UI you need to create a root folder 
first before you can continue with the folders of you 
structure. Additionally the UI is more restless.



Learning Online Content

When you started to assign online content objects in the old UI…



Learning Online Content

…you came on a confusing screen with a lot of fields. Instead of creating the whole 
structure first without any distraction, you already had to decide on this screen if the 
content shall be Completed on Launch. 



Learning Online Content

In the same way you were able to create the whole structure – when you finished you 
configured the settings of the whole online content.



Learning Online Content



Learning Online Content

Here were the next 
settings. The 
Completion Status was 
to be found on this 
screen.



Learning Online Content

Here we see different places where settings had to be done.



New Learning Administration User Interface

Universal



New Learning Administration User Interface

SAP redesigned the Learning Administration user interface to enhance the administrator's 
experience and replace Adobe Flash elements with SAP Fiori.

All major browsers are ending support for Adobe Flash by the end of 2020. The technology update 
also allowed SAP to create a more consistent user experience with the SAP SuccessFactors product 
suite. But not only the appearance was changed, in the same moment the whole UI became more 
intuitive. 



New Learning Administration User Interface

now



New Learning Administration User Interface

The search is still in the old 
style. But as soon as the item is 
selected…



New Learning Administration User Interface

…the UI is cleaned up. 
Different tabs are clear 
and more self-explaining 
below the header. The 
save function is available 
independent from 
scrolling.  



New Learning Administration User Interface

Some screens are still the 
old way. But we expect 
this will change in the 
next releases.



New Learning Administration User Interface

The processes are more 
intuitive now as described 
before.



New Learning Administration User Interface



New Learning Administration User Interface



New Learning Administration User Interface

Other objects were 
renewed as well. Here we 
see the library, formerly 
known as catalog. Here 
we see another important 
change – a lot of terms 
are renamed. 



New Learning Administration User Interface

This is the changed structure of the 
new UI. Some objects are renamed, 
some are on a new position.



New Learning Administration User Interface



New Learning Administration User Interface

The References moved from top right (old UI) into the menu.
now

before



New Learning Administration User Interface

before



Terminology Changes in Learning

Universal



Terminology Changes in Learning

SAP changed the terminology used for major terms throughout Learning. The terminology changes were made 
wherever possible in the user interface but there are a few notable exceptions. Administrators will still see the 
previous terminology in the following instances:

• Within API validation messages

• When editing email notification token sets

• When importing or exporting administrator roles

• When editing the system configuration syntax

The terminology changes resulted from research with customers to provide clarity, consistency, and alignment across 
the SAP suite of products.



Terminology Changes in Learning

Old UI menu navigation New UI menu navigation

Learning > Scheduled offerings Learning Activities > Classes

Learning > Classes People > Cohorts

Learning > Catalogs Learning Activities > Libraries

Learning > Requirements Learning Activities > Curriculum Requirements

Learning > Questionnaire surveys Content > Surveys

Content > Questions Content > Questions (Legacy)

Content > Deployment locations System Administration > Configuration > Content 
Deployment Locations

References > Learning > Subject Areas References > Learning Activities > Categories

User > Tools > User Needs Management Manage User Learning > Manage Assignments

Some changes in Terminology and navigation…

…there are a lot more!



Improved Display of 
a User's Assigned Items and Completed Items

Universal



Improved Display of 
a User's Assigned Items and Completed Items

You can experience a better loading of a user's assigned and completed items in the UI due to an 
updated query.

The Assigned Items and Completed Items tabs of users now displays the first 1000 entities in the UI. 
You must use reports to see more historical data.

Technical optimization that has been done to load these entities have improved the system's 
performance. 

Before and After

In the current version, the performance of loading assigned and completed items of a user has 
improved.

In the previous version, the loading of assigned and completed items of a user took a lot of time.



New Filters for Assigned Items

Universal



New Filters for Assigned Items

Four new filters are available in the Assigned Items column for users.
To simplify the UI and make it more user-friendly, the following filters have been introduced to the 
Assigned Items:

• Select All

• Other Needs

• Requirements

• Completed Items



New Filters for Assigned Items

now



New Filters for Assigned Items

before



iOS and Android Mobile 
Learning Terminology Updates

Universal



iOS and Android Mobile 
Learning Terminology Updates

Several iOS and Android SAP SuccessFactors Mobile Learning terms were updated to create a better 
alignment with the terminology changes added to the Learning web application in the 1H 2020 
release.

This change creates better alignment between the iOS and Android Mobile apps and the web 
application.



Scheduled Report Management 
by Alternate Administrator

Admin Opt-In



Scheduled Report Management 
by Alternate Administrator

You can now search for and manage report jobs scheduled by other administrators.

We made this update to further the report administration lifecycle, and allow updates to reports 
that were originally scheduled by administrators who are now inactive.

Before and After

In the previous version, you only had permission to manage the reports that you scheduled. If you 
were not the person who scheduled the report, you couldn't manage it.

In the current version, you can search for and manage other administrator's reports by navigating to 
System Administration > Reports > Report Jobs and selecting the Owner Name.



Scheduled Report Management 
by Alternate Administrator

Depending on the owner we choose we 
see different report jobs (or in this case 
we doesn’t see any report jobs anymore.



Zipped Format Settings for Scheduled Reports

Universal



Zipped Format Settings for Scheduled Reports

You can now zip scheduled report output to reduce the size of the report during email or SFTP delivery.

Reports that are zipped increase portability and more easily adhere to email server limits.

Configuration Requirements

Configuration details are as follows:

• For emailed reports, the configuration is set as enableZippedReportNotification=true by default. This helps ensure that 
the output size is less than typical email server restrictions and saves valuable space. If any report output attachment is 
larger than the allowable email server size (18 MB), the recipient receives an email notification that the size exceeded 
the allowable limit. The report can be retrieved in the Report Jobs tab of the originating user.

• For SFTP delivery, the configuration is set as enableZippedReportOutputForSFTP=false by default. SAP recommends 
that you set this to true when possible. There are no size limits on SFTP file delivery.

You can change this configuration in System Administration > Configuration > System Configuration > REPORT_SYSTEM.



Item Direct Link to Latest Revision

Universal



Item Direct Link to Latest Revision

We've added an option on the General Global Application Settings page. This option gives you an 
item direct link to the latest active production revision of the item.

In cases where more than one active revision of the item exists, the learner can now have direct 
access to the latest productionized revision of the item.

Before and After

In the previous version, items direct links were linked to a specific version.

In the current version, you have the option of selecting the Item Direct link should launch the latest 
active productionized revision of the item checkbox. Making this selection directs the system to 
navigate the learner to the latest productionized revision of the item, which they have access to.



Item Direct Link to Latest Revision



Item Cover Pages 
Supported for Android Mobile Learning

Universal



Item Cover Pages 
Supported for Android Mobile Learning

The Learning Item Details screen for the Android SAP SuccessFactors Mobile app is redesigned to 
support item cover pages and to provide a better overall experience.

The new multiple tab design allows users to easily navigate among the cover page, the description, 
and the additional item detail fields for a Learning item. The primary and secondary actions are also 
improved to align with the Android Material Design Guidelines.

This feature creates better alignment between the Android Mobile app and the web application.



Removal of iFrame from SAP SuccessFactors HXM Suite-SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning Integrated Application

Universal



Removal of iFrame from SAP SuccessFactors HXM Suite-SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning Integrated Application

The iFrame has been removed from SAP SuccessFactors Learning application. Removing the iFrame from 
the SAP SuccessFactors Learning has resulted in the following:

• The content is visible across the entire page.

• Lesser scroll bars on the interface.

• Some of the accessibility issues are resolved.

As part of the iFrame removal, the URL changes to a native URL. If you’ve bookmarked the direct links, you 
don’t need to make any changes. Direct link updates have been taken care of in the back end. There is no 
effect to session timeouts. The overall menu functionality remains the same.

The iFrame has been removed from SAP SuccessFactors Learning application to enhance user experience 
by improving UI rendering.

NOTE: For new users, there’s a sync job that runs between Employee Central and Learning. If the sync job doesn’t 
run, the user won’t reflect in Learning. You get logged out and don’t have access to the header menu. You need to 
log in through the SAP SuccessFactors Learning application again to gain access.



Removal of iFrame from SAP SuccessFactors HXM Suite-SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning Integrated Application

Configuration Requirements

This is a universal change but it is impacted by Provisioning settings. Please do not change these settings 
without input from SAP.

Before and After

In the current version, there is no white space on the screen. There is a smaller number of scroll bars.

In the previous version, there was a lot of white space on the screen which required a number of scroll 
bars.



Removal of iFrame from SAP SuccessFactors HXM Suite-SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning Integrated Application

Screenshots according  KBA2911677

beforenow



Time of Day and 
Time Zone Fields in Learning Connectors

Universal



Time of Day and 
Time Zone Fields in Learning Connectors

now
When scheduling connectors in 
Learning on an hourly basis, the 
Time of Day and Time Zone fields 
are now disabled, as time of the 
day and time zone of the place are 
not considered for an hourly based 
schedule.

The application takes UTC time for 
storing all the date and time fields. 
So, the job framework sticks to the 
UTC time zone.

Disabling these fields helps 
eliminate any confusion about 
providing a time and a time zone 
when scheduling connectors.



Time of Day and 
Time Zone Fields in Learning Connectors

before



Timed Assessments

Universal



Timed Assessments

We added support for time restrictions on assessments. The amount of time a user has to complete 
an exam can be defined.

Assessments with time constraints are used to better qualify a test taker's mastery of a particular 
subject matter, and can aid in certification compliance.

Before and After

In the previous version, assessment settings allowed for non-resumable exams, but there was no 
way to impose a timed limit.

In the current version, when an assessment is set to be non-resumable, a time duration can be 
defined. Resumable assessments can’t be timed.



Timed Assessments

Content > Assessment 

Go to the settings of a specific assessment



Course Instructor Surveys 
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Universal



Course Instructor Surveys 
for iOS and Android Mobile Learning

The existing Follow-up Survey and Evaluation Survey functionality now gives iOS and Android 
Learning users the ability to complete a survey for one or more instructors of a course.

These surveys now provide a streamlined experience for iOS and Android SAP SuccessFactors Mobile 
app users.

This feature creates better alignment across the iOS and Android Mobile apps and the web 
application. It allows users to complete a survey for a course that has one or more Learning course 
instructors.



Deep Link to Android Mobile Learning Program Details

Universal



Deep Link to 
Android Mobile Learning Program Details

The Android SAP SuccessFactors Mobile app now supports the deep link to Learning Program 
Details. This allows users to select the link and go directly to the relevant details of the program.

This feature creates better alignment between the Android Mobile app and the web application.



Deep Link to 
Android Mobile Learning Registration Details

Universal



Deep Link to 
Android Mobile Learning Registration Details

The Android SAP SuccessFactors Mobile app now supports the deep link to Learning registration 
details. This allows users to select the link and go directly to the Registration Details screen.

This feature creates better alignment between the Android Mobile app and the web application.



Deep Link to 
Android Mobile Learning Scheduled Offerings

Universal



Deep Link to 
Android Mobile Learning Scheduled Offerings

The Android SAP SuccessFactors Mobile app now supports the deep link to Learning scheduled 
offerings. This allows users to select the link and go directly to the relevant Scheduled Offerings 
information.

This feature creates better alignment between the Android Mobile app and the web application.



Deep Link to 
iOS Mobile Learning Scheduled Offering Details

Universal



Deep Link to 
iOS Mobile Learning Scheduled Offering Details

The iOS SAP SuccessFactors Mobile app now supports the deep link to Learning scheduled offering details. This 
allows users to select the link and go directly to the relevant Scheduled Offering Details screen.

This feature creates better alignment between the iOS Mobile app and the web application.



Exiting of Mobile-Enabled Learning Content 
Using the Android Mobile Navigation Bar

Universal



Exiting of Mobile-Enabled Learning Content 
Using the Android Mobile Navigation Bar

Android SAP SuccessFactors Mobile app Learning users can launch mobile-enabled content in full 
screen view but no longer see a button in the top corner to exit the content. Instead, users see the 
content as it has been developed and should use the device's Back button in the Android navigation 
bar to exit the content.

This feature improves the way Android users exit this type of content.



Failure Date in Learning Plan Standard Report

Universal



Failure Date in Learning Plan Standard Report

A new field called Failure Date field has now been added to the standard Learning plan report.

The Failure Date field that is visible for all users in the report eliminates the need to create custom 
reports to get their failure dates.

Before and After

In the current version, you can see the Failure Date field. It's a standard field in the exported 
spreadsheet.

In the previous version, the standard report on learning history didn't have failure date.
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